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YUCCA VALLEY — A water supply assessment for a proposed subdivision was tabled by the Hi-Desert Water District
Board of Directors Wednesday. After lengthy closed-door consultations among attorneys, developers and water district
officials, board president Bob Stadum announced the agenda item would not be discussed.

The decision to forgo the discussion was precipitated by board member Wade White, who asked if Stadum intended to
disqualify himself from the deliberations.

White contends that because Stadum is developing real estate locally, he should not be allowed to make decisions on
water availability. Stadum announced that he is in no way connected to the Century Vintage Homes Mountain Vista
development, the project for which the water-supply assessment was prepared.

White’s contention is that water availability affects all properties in Hi-Desert Water District, and Stadum should not be
allowed to participate in discussions because he is involved in residential real estate development.

Stadum said he ran for office for public-service, not political, reasons.

A staff report accompanying the water study recommended the directors adopt the study and its findings that sufficient
water supplies exist and will be available to serve the Century Homes project.

Revised figures alter

conclusion

A draft water assessment presented in November concluded that secure water supplies are insufficient to meet the needs
of the Mountain Vista development and other projected demands through 2030 and that additional supplies are needed to
extend supplies for 20 years.

The current study assessment uses revised figures that reduce Mountain Vista’s projected water usage rates by 40 percent,
from 812 to 487 acre-feet per year at build-out.

The decrease was achieved by reducing the irrigated parks and landscaped acreage from 88 to seven. The staff report
labeled this as a correction.

Additionally, an evaluation of water usage rates in the district revealed that single-family residential homes in HDWD
only average 0.328 acre-feet per year versus the 0.39 acre-feet used in a draft water study presented last November.

Celeste Doyle, representing the Center for Biological Diversity, presented a detailed reply to the water assessment. Doyle
believes the method by which Hi-Desert Water District estimates average water use is faulty.

Across the district, water officials estimate usage averages 295 gallons per household per day.

This figure includes all users, from weekender cabins with local vegetation requiring no watering to mansions with lush
landscaping demanding extensive irrigation to survive.

Doyle suggests that estimating water demands for the Mountain Vista project based on usages of existing residences of
similar size, number of occupants and price range would yield a higher but more accurate figure.

The Mountain Vista proposal is a project of Century Vintage Homes.

The builder is seeking approval to erect up to 1,420 single-family homes on 475 acres at the southwest corner of Yucca
Trail and La Contenta Road, at the town’s and water district’s border with Joshua Tree.
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